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A prominent Indigenous keynote speaker to kick off the evening

International entertainment, live-streamed from around the world

The opportunity to win from a range of fabulous prizes as part of the silent auction or the infamous prize wall on

the evening

And an unforgettable dining experience in Brisbane’s most iconic heritage-listed building, Customs House.

Rivers connect people and places, inspiring and enabling diverse cultural beliefs, social values and economies.  We

desire rivers to be healthy, to support lifestyles and ultimately to be resilient. But, most of our world’s rivers are

fragmented and degraded, some of which are already in a state of crisis and continuing to decline. Global change

continues to put pressure on these critical resources, threatening not only water security, but also our food security,

livelihoods and lifestyles.

Funds from the Save Our Rivers Ball will contribute to putting a stop to this rapid decline by implementing the Resilient

Rivers Blueprint in a developing country. This innovative resilience framework will see tangible changes in the way the

river basin is managed, setting the river on a journey towards resilience and ensuring the river is sustainable, vibrant and

healthy for future generations  The Inaugural Save our Rivers Ball will be the 23rd International Riversymposium Gala

Dinner on 10th November.

Guests to the inaugural Save our Rivers Ball will be treated to:

SAVE OUR RIVERS BALL

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Get your brand and business in front of our VIP’s which include our RiverPatrons, a passionate group of respected

community leaders, Chief Executives and Chairs from Australian and global organisations, all who support the

restoration, protection and resilience of our rivers. By being part of this event, you are becoming part of the solution

and ensuring rivers across the globe are healthy and resilient for future generations. There are two ways to be involved.

A free table for 6 to the ball

Program acknowledgement for your generous support MC acknowledgement on the night

Logo on event tickets

Logo on multimedia

Logo on ball event page

Your support acknowledgement in e-newsletters

Major Sponsors - $10,000 (+GST)

 Each major sponsor (limited to three) will receive significant exposure at the Save our Rivers Ball

Program acknowledgement for your generous support

Logo on silent auction event page

Acknowledgement by MC during prize announcements during the dinner

Silent Auction Sponsor (prizes donated of a value of greater than $250)

Logo on Prize wall signage (banner) at the event

Logo and business name listed in prize wall flyer at event

Business name listed on event website

Lucky Prize Wall (prizes donated under the value of $250)

PLEASE CONTACT KELLY (EVENT MANAGER)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON

KELLY@RIVERFOUNDATION.ORG.AU


